The influence of the sudden stratosphere warming (SSW) on quasi-2 day wave 19 (QTDW) with westward zonal wavenumber 3 (W3) is investigated using the 20 Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Mesosphere-Electrodynamics General Circulation Model 21 (TIME-GCM). The summer easterly jet below 90 km is strengthened during an SSW, 22 which results in a larger refractive index and thus more favorable condition for the 23 propagation of W3. In the winter hemisphere, the Eliassen Palm (EP) flux diagnostics 24 indicate that the strong instabilities at middle and high latitudes in the mesopause 25 region are important for the amplification of W3, which are weakened during SSW 26 periods due to the deceleration or even reversal of the winter westerly winds.
Introduction

39
The westward quasi-2 day wave (QTDW) is a predominant phenomenon in the 40 mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) region in the summer hemisphere with wind perturbations also exhibited a smaller peak at low latitudes in the winter 83 hemisphere and at the equator, respectively. 84 It is known that nonlinear interactions between planetary scale waves can 85 contribute to atmospheric variability. For example, TIMED/SABER temperature 86 observations during January 2005 showed that the nonlinear interactions between the 87 W3 and the migrating diurnal tide could produce an eastward QTDW with zonal 88 wavenumber 2 [Palo et al., 2007] . The nonlinear interactions between the 89 quasi-stationary planetary waves (QSPW) and the migrating tides lead to changes in 90 tides, which then transmit the QSPW signals into the ionosphere at low and middle 91 latitudes through the E region wind dynamo [Liu et al., 2010; Liu and Richmond, 92 2013]. Nevertheless, the nonlinear interactions between QTDW and other planetary 93 waves have not been reported. 94 Rapid growth of QSPWs and their forcing are believed to be the main drivers of 95 the sudden stratosphere warming (SSW) at high latitudes in the winter hemisphere 96 [Matsuno, 1971] , which causes inter-hemispheric connections at different altitudes 97 [e.g. Karlsson et al., 2007 Karlsson et al., , 2009 Tan et al., 2012] . The wave-mean flow interactions 98 could decelerate or even reverse the eastward winter stratosphere jet, which, in return, 99 prevents the further growth of the QSPW. The SSW in the northern hemisphere occurs 100 usually in January/February, accompanied with a strong zonal wavenumber 1 or 2 101 QSPW at high latitudes [Pancheva et al., 2008; Harada et al., 2009; Manney et al., 102 2009; Funke et al., 2010] . There have been recent studies suggesting possible 103 connection between QTDW and SSW [McCormick et al., 2009; Chandran et al., 104 Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2015 -982, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. To simulate the QTDW, geopotential height perturbations of 1000 m with 147 wavenumber 3 were forced at the TIME-GCM lower boundary. The Gaussian-shaped 148 Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2015 -982, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. SPW1 gained maximum amplitudes on day 10 with a Gaussian-shaped increase from 159 day 1 to 10. The forcing of W3 was reduced following the same Gaussian function 160 from days 25 to 40. The forcing of SPW1 was sustained from days 10 to 40. The 161 parameters for the control run (base case) and four different experimental runs (case 1, 162 2, 3, and 4) are summarized in Table 1 . No W3 or SPW1 forcing was specified at the 163 TIME-GCM lower boundary in the base case, which ran for 15 days to equilibrate and 164 was utilized as initial conditions for the other experimental cases. Case 1 was a 165 standard run for W3 and only geopotential height perturbations of W3 were forced.
166
Case 2 and case 3 were designed to study the amplification of W3 under weak and 167 strong SSW conditions, respectively. The same W3 forcing was added in cases 2 and 168 3, whereas the SPW1 forcing was stronger in case 3 than that in case 2. Case 4 was a 169 standard run for SSW in which only the forcing of SPW1 was included.
170
Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2015 -982, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. 2003-2012, which also maximized in January and February. The W2 was the strongest 184 during the strong SSW year of 2006, followed by the W2 event in 2012. We can see 185 that the QTDWs could be very strong during some SSW years, but not during all the 186 SSW years. Our question is whether the SSW and QTDW (both W2 and W3) impact 187 each other, and this will be numerically studied in the following section. 
Simulation results and Discussion
202
We then investigate the atmospheric responses to the weak and strong SSW event 203 in cases 2 and 3, respectively. Figures 4c and 4e show the temperature differences on 204 model day 28 between case 2 and case 1, and between case 3 and case 1, respectively.
205
In cases 1, 2 and 3, the same W3 forcing is specified at the lower boundary, whereas 206 SPW1 is only specified in cases 2 and 3. The SPW1 forcing in case 2 is weaker than 207 that in case 3. Compared with case 1, which does not have a stationary planetary wave 208 specified at the model lower boundary, the temperature of case 2 is warmer by 15-20 209 K below 60 km and is colder by 20-25 K between 60 and 110 km at high latitudes in 210 the winter hemisphere. Both the cooling and warming in case 3 are stronger than in 211 case 2 due to the stronger SPW1 in case 3. The warming and cooling in the 212 stratosphere and mesosphere for the strong SSW are ~40 K and ~60 K, respectively.
213
In addition, weaker warming is observed between 70 and 100 km in the middle and 214 Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2015 -982, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. Figure 5c is the structure of the W3 in zonal wind, 232 which peaks at middle and low latitudes in both hemispheres with maximum 233 amplitude nearly half of the peak meridional wind amplitude. The zonal wind peak of 234 ~30 m/s in the summer (southern) hemisphere is slightly larger than that of ~20 m/s in 235 the winter hemisphere, most likely due to the additional amplification by the 236 Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2015 -982, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. Published: 10 February 2016 c Author(s) 2016. CC-BY 3.0 License.
baroclinic/barotropic instability of the summer easterly. Figure 5d shows the global 237 structure of the W3 in temperature, which also peaks at middle latitudes. In the 238 summer hemisphere, the temperature perturbations peak at ~105 km and ~80 km with 239 amplitudes of ~7 K and ~8 K, respectively. In the winter hemisphere, the peak of the 240 W3 at ~80 km is much weaker than that between 100 and 110 km. We should note 241 that the rapid decay of W3 near the model lower boundary (~30 km) is an artifact near 242 the model lower boundary. In all, the vertical and latitudinal structures of the 2-day 243 wave in our simulations generally agree with the TIMED/SABER temperature and 244 TIMED/TIDI observations [Palo et al., 2007; Gu et al., 2013] . 245 Figure 6 shows the temporal variations of the W3 in meridional wind at ~82 km 246 for case 1, case 2 and case 3. Note that the same perturbations for W3 were forced at 247 the lower model boundary for all the three experimental runs. The W3 forcing was 248 gradually increased from day 1 to 10, and was reduced after day 25 with constant 249 amplitude between day 10 and 25. The perturbations of SPW1 in case 2 were nearly 250 three times larger than case 3, both of which were sustained after day 10 with a 251 Gaussian-shaped increase from day 1 to 10. The W3 in case 1 is the strongest with an 252 amplitude of ~60 m/s (Figure 6a ). The maximum amplitudes of the W3 in case 2 and 253 case 3 are ~40 m/s and ~35 m/s (Figure 6b and 6c), respectively. It is evident that the 254 amplitudes of the W3 are weakened during the SSW periods. In the following, we will 255 examine possible causes of the QTDW decrease during SSW.
256
The refractive index m of a forced planetary wave is [Andrews et al., 1987] : 
where Ω is the angular speed of the earth's rotation, ρ is the background air density, following Andrews et al. [1987] as: probably results from the different vertical shears in zonal wind between the two winter mesopause region for case 1 (Figure 7b ).
295
Case 1 (Figures 7a and 7b ) and case 3 (Figures 7e and 7f ) are now compared.
296
The stratospheric westerlies in the winter hemisphere polar region reverse to easterlies 297 in case 3, which creates an area with negative q _ φ in the winter polar mesosphere and 298 stratopause, compared with case 1 (Figures 7a and 7e) instability (Figures 7b and 7f ). It is also seen that the summer easterly winds in case 3 301 are stronger than in case 2 and case 1, which results in a larger refractive index for the which is probably due to the energy transfer to child waves during the nonlinear 310 interaction between W3 and SPW1 for cases 2 and 3. In the northern (winter) 311 hemisphere, the stronger EPY and EPZ in case 1 may also be induced by the 312 additional northern mesospheric baratropic/baraclinic instabilities (shown in Figure   313 7a), which is not found in case 2 and case 3. The EPY components for all three cases hemisphere. This is in general agreement with the waveguide shown in Figure 7 . in the summer hemisphere again suggests a loss of W3 wave energy. In the following 333 section, we argue that the wave energy is transferred to child waves from nonlinear 334 interaction of W3 with SPW1, namely the QTDW W2 component. as the meridional wind. Figure 9d shows the global structure of the W2 in temperature, 359 which exhibits similar global distributions as zonal wind. in case 3 is consistent with the nonlinear interaction mechanism since one of the 367 parent waves (SPW1) is stronger in case 3, resulting in a stronger child wave.
368
The mean flow instabilities, the waveguide and the EP flux of W2 are also 369 examined to study the wave propagation and amplification. Figures 11a and 11c show 11c). Figure 12 shows the meridional and vertical components (EPY and EPZ) of the 397 EP flux of W2 separately. Both the EPY and EPZ are stronger in case 3 than case 2, 398 which is again consistent with the nonlinear interaction mechanism. The vertical 399 component EPZ (Figures 12b and 12d) 
where u , v and w are the zonal mean zonal, meridional and vertical winds, u 1 424 and u 2 , v 1 and v 2 , w 1 and w 2 are the zonal, meridional, vertical wind perturbations for 425 two different planetary waves. By adopting a complex perturbation of the form Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., doi:10.5194/acp-2015 -982, 2016 Manuscript under review for journal Atmos. Chem. Phys. Published: 10 February 2016 c Author(s) 2016. CC-BY 3.0 License.
where s 1 and s 2 are the zonal wavenumbers of different planetary waves, 1 source is present at lower altitudes in the northern hemisphere, which is also 440 suggested by the positive EP flux divergence shown in Figure 11d . propagating upward. In the summer hemisphere, the instabilities in the upper 481 stratosphere and lower mesosphere polar region may contribute to the amplification of 482 W2 through wave-mean flow interaction. In the winter hemisphere, the nonlinear 483 coupling between W3 and SPW1 at middle and low latitudes between 50 km and 100 484 km, and the instabilities induced by the reversal of winter stratosphere westerly during 485 SSW periods, most probably provide additional sources for W2. The stronger 486 stationary planetary wave accounts for the stronger W2 perturbations during major 487 SSW period by transmitting more energy to W2 during the nonlinear interaction 488 between W3 and SPW1. Moreover, the background mean flow condition is also more 489 favorable for the propagation of W2 during major SSW period with a larger 490 waveguide. We should note that the amplitudes of W3 and SPW1 specified at the 491 lower boundary were both set to constant values in our simulation, while the wave 492 sources would vary with time in real atmosphere. In the future, we plan to use more 
